
Attunement to the Heart  
 

This attunement will create an initiation pathway for evolution of consciousness in alignment with the               

heart grid. It will help you to release cords to the ego grid for anchoring into the heart, in a way that is                       

easily integrated into your being, in the now moment, with grace. It will minimize resistance, while                

cultivating open-heartedness and the ability to create from love. Begin the attunement with the              

Activating Ascension opening sequence, and finish with the closing sequence. This attunement is             

overseen by Kali, Jesus, Buddha, Isis, Gaia, Amaterasu, Abraham and Krishna. You will hear several               

number activation sequences to assist in the activation and deactivation of frequencies within your grid.               

Set your intention to receive all additional numbers, specifically for you. To amplify the frequency shift                

offered by the attunement, complete it three times within two weeks and then once per month, until it is                   

no longer in your highest and best to receive it.  

 
Kali will initiate your attunement. She is the Hindu Goddess of time and change and is here to assist in                    

the alchemical transmutation of egoic control. Jesus represents the embodiment of the Christ             

consciousness. His presence is to inspire unconditional love and forgiveness. Buddha, an enlightened             

being, teaches the value of detachment. He comes forth to interweave wisdom into love. Isis is the                 

Divine Mother, cultivator of spiritual maturity and restoration of the divine feminine. Her presence is to                

awaken the depths of compassion from within. Gaia is the Earth, personified. She is here to assist in                  

the birth of higher level consciousness and to awaken light codes within your DNA. Amaterasu is the                 

Shinto Goddess of the sun and universe. Her presence serves to nullify polarity of thought and                

perception. Abraham offers the ability to overcome. He is a symbol of unwavering faith through               

universal surrender. Krishna is an avatar in the Hindu tradition and the ascended master that has                

pledged to assist in the healing of the inner child. He offers a return to innocence and brings the                   

attunement to a close. 

 


